Abstract. We study equi-singular strata of plane curves with two singular points of prescribed types. The method of the previous work [Kerner06] is generalized to this case. In particular we consider the enumerative problem for plane curves with two singular points of linear singularity types.
A classical enumerative problem is: given the singularity types S 1 . . . S r , "how many" curves of the linear system |O P 2 (d)| possess singular points of these types? (To make this number finite one imposes a sufficient amount of generic base points. The degree d is assumed big enough to avoid various pathologies. By the singularity type in this paper we always mean the local, embedded, topological singularity type of a reduced plane curve. For more details and related notions cf. §2.)
In this paper we consider the case of two prescribed singular points (the case of one singular point was considered in [Kerner06] ). First reformulate the problem. The parameter space |O P 2 (d)| is stratified according to the singularity types of curves. The generic point of |O P 2 (d)| corresponds to an (irreducible, reduced) smooth curve. The set of points corresponding to the singular curves is called the discriminant of plane curves. It is an irreducible projective hypersurface in |O P 2 (d)|. Definition 1.1. For the given singularity types S 1 . . . S r , the equisingular stratum Σ S1...Sr ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| is the set of points corresponding to the curves with S 1 . . . S r singularities.
The generic point of the discriminant lies in the stratum of nodal curves (Σ = Σ A1 ). Other strata correspond to higher singularities. The stratum of δ-nodal curves Σ δA1 (whose closure Σ δA1 contains the stratum of curves of a given genus) is the classical Severi variety. Other strata are Σ A k , Σ D k , Σ E k etc. The strata are quasi-projective varieties . For a comprehensive introduction to these equi-singular families and related notions cf.
[GLS-book1], .
For small d various pathologies can occur, but for sufficiently high degrees (given the singularity types S 1 . . . S r ) the strata are non-empty, irreducible, smooth, of expected (co-)dimension. One sufficient condition for this is [Dimca-book, ) . It seems to be non-effective for high genus computations (e.g. in the case of just a few singular points).
• The deg Σ A2 was predicted in [Enriques32] and (re)proved in [Lascoux77, pg.151] , [Vainsencher81, 8.6 .3, pg.416], [di Francesco-Itzykson95, pg.86-88] and [Aluffi98, pg.10 ]. In the later paper deg Σ A3 was also obtained. In [Kleiman-Piene98, theorem 1.2] the degrees of Σ D4,A1 , Σ D4,2A1 , Σ D4,3A1 , Σ D6,A1 and Σ E7 were computed. The deg(Σ A2A1 ) was computed in [Vainsencher81, 8.6 .4, pg.416] • The impressive breakthrough has been recently achieved in [Kazarian01] -[Kazarian03-2]. The proposed topological method allows (in principle) to compute the degree of any stratum (with lots of explicit results in [Kazarian03-hab]). In particular he presents the answers deg Σ S1...Sr for the total codimension: codim(S i ) ≤ 7. For higher singularities the method is not quite efficient, as it solves the problem simultaneously for all the singularity types of a given codimension. So, first one should classify the singularities (by now the classification seems to exist up to codimension 16 only). Even if this is done, one faces the problem of enumerating huge amount of cases (the number of types grows exponentially with the codimension). And of course, each computation can give a result for a specific choice of singularity types, it is not clear whether the method allows to obtain results for some series of singularities.
• In [Kerner06] the problem was solved for curves with one singular point of an arbitrary given singularity type. The proposed method gives immediate answer (explicit formulas) for some specific series of types (the so-called linear).
For all other (series of) types it gives an explicit algorithm.
Despite numerous isolated results as above it seems that currently there is no effective universal method to compute degΣ S1...S k . Not speaking about a general formula giving this degree for various choices. And most methods use the information about adjacency of types: which singularity is obtained when the singular points of the types S 1 . . . S k are merged (collide) generically?
1.3. Our results. We consider the equisingular strata of curves with two singular points: Σ SxSy . We restrict mostly to the case of linear singularity types (cf. definition 2.2.2). The simplest examples of linear singularity types are x p 1 + x q 2 for p ≤ q ≤ 2p. (In particular they include ordinary multiple point, A k≤3 , D k≤6 , E k≤8 , J 10 , Z k≤13 etc.)
We construct the partial resolutions Σ SxSy → Σ SxSy as on the diagram. Here Aux is an auxiliary space tracing parameters of the singularities, e.g. the singular points, the lines of the tangent cones, the line l = xy. The cohomology class [ ] and some necessary classes [ Σ S ] (the classes of some strata of curves with one singular point of type S).
The strata Σ S appear inevitably, they are irreducible components of the restriction to the diagonal: Σ SxSy | x=y . Therefore the enumerative problem is reduced to the description of such "collision of singular points". This later problem is very complicated in general. But it is manageable when the types S x , S y are linear. In [Kerner07-2] we gave an explicit algorithm to classify the "results of collisions", i.e. the irreducible components of Σ SxSy | x=y . In fact the algorithm even gives the defining ideals of the corresponding strata, this is briefly recalled in §2.3.2. So, each class [ Σ S ] is computable by methods of [Kerner06] .
So, for linear singularities, the method allows to compute the class [ Σ SxSy | x=y ]. Many numerical answers are given in the Appendix. As mentioned above, the results are valid for d ≫ 0. In §3.3 we give a cheap sufficient bound (in terms of the orders of determinacy of S x S y ), though the bound is far from being necessary.
For small d (but big enough so that the strata Σ SxSy , Σ S are irreducible, of expected dimension) the problem is still well defined, but our formulas are inapplicable. For each such d the enumeration should be done separately, cf.
Our approach is most naive and classical. In some sense it is a brute-force calculation. Correspondingly it is often long and cumbersome. The advantages of the method are:
• The method gives a recursive algorithm, consisting of routine parts.
• The computation does not assume any preliminary classification of singularities.
• The method seems to be more effective than other approaches (to the best of our knowledge). In particular, in Appendix we present the results for some series of types (as compared to single, isolated results previously known). Thus we can treat the question: how do the degrees of the strata depend on the invariants of the singularity types for some series of singularities?
In the case of one singular point many examples suggested in [Kerner06] that (at least for linear types) the degrees depend algebraically on the parameters of series (e.g. for ordinary multiple point there is a polynomial dependence on the multiplicity).
One might conjecture that in the multi-singular case the dependence will be also algebraic. Unfortunately, the simplest case already provides a counterexample: for the two ordinary multiple points of multiplicities p + 1, q + 1 the degree of the corresponding stratum depends on max(p, q) and min(p, q), cf. remark 4.4.
• As the final result we obtain the multi-degree of the (partial) resolution of the stratum Σ SxSy . (The actual degree is just a particular coefficient in a big polynomial.) This multi-degree contains many important numerical invariants, e.g. enumeration of (S x , S y ) with one or two singular points restricted to some curves, or with some conditions on the tangents to the branches. More generally: when the parameters of the singularity (the points, the tangents) are restricted to a subvariety of the original parameter space. So, this solves a whole class of related enumerative problems.
1.4. Contents of the paper. In §2 we fix the notations and recall some necessary notions. In particular, linear singularities are introduced in §2.2.2 and collisions of singular points are discussed in §2.3.2. In §3 we describe the method. First we recall in §3.1 the case of curves with one singular point. In §3.2 we discuss the case of two singular points. §3.2.1 presents the direct approach: obtaining the cohomology class as the chain of intersections. §3.2.2 presents the indirect approach: degeneration to ordinary multiple points of higher multiplicities.
The method is applied to several particular cases in §4, illustrating the computation. Explicit formulas are given in Appendix, for the details of numerical computation see the attached Mathematica file [Kerner07-3].
2. Some relevant notions and auxiliary results 2.1. Notations and some classical facts.
2.1.1. Coordinates and variables. We work with various projective spaces and their subvarieties. Adopt the following notation. A curve is denoted by C ⊂ P 2 or by the defining polynomial f , the parameter space of such curves of degree d is
x be a point in the projective plane, the homogeneous coordinates are (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ). The generator of the cohomology ring of this P 2 x is denoted by the upper-case letter X, so that
. By the same letter we denote the class of a line in the homology of P 2 x . Since it is always clear, where we speak about coordinates and where about (co)homology classes, no confusion arises. For example, consider the hypersurface
The coefficients of f are the homogeneous coordinates on the parameter space |O P 2 (d)|. The cohomology class of this hypersurface is
To simplify the formulas we denote the pulled back classes by the same letters (X, Y, F ). This brings no confusion as the ambient space of intersection is always specified.
We often work with symmetric p−forms ) as a shorthand for the tensor, multiplied k times by the point x ∈ V 3 :
So, for example, the expression Ω (p) (x) is a (p − 1)−form. Unless stated otherwise, we assume the symmetric form Ω (p) to be generic (in particular non-degenerate, i.e. the corresponding curve
x is smooth).
Symmetric forms occur typically as tensors of derivatives of order p in homogeneous coordinates: f (p) . Sometimes, to emphasize the point at which the derivatives are calculated we assign it. So, e.g. f | Sometimes we address a particular component of the tensor, e.g.
) are tacitly assumed.
2.1.2. Blowup along the diagonal. The diagonal ∆ = {x = y} ⊂ P 
For example, the proportionality condition of two symmetric forms
, is just the coincidence of the corresponding points in a big projective space, thus its class is given by the above type formula (with n = For a curve defined by f = f p + f p+1 + · · · ∈ C{x 1 , x 2 } the projectivized tangent cone is the (non-reduced) scheme {f p = 0} ⊂ P 1 . We denote it as
k , where {l α } are the distinct lines of the tangent cone and {p α } are their multiplicities, i.e. the local multiplicities of the scheme {f p = 0}. Thus in particular α p α = mult(C)).
Associated to the tangent cone is the tangential decomposition: (C, 0) = ∪(C α , 0). Here the tangent cone of each (C α , 0) is just one line and T (Cα,0) = T (C β ,0) , but the germs (C α , 0) can be further reducible.
2.2.1. Newton-non-degenerate singularities. Given the representative f = a I x I ∈ C{x} of the singularity type, one can draw the Newton diagram Γ f of the singularity. Namely, one marks the points I corresponding to non-vanishing monomials in f , and takes the convex hull of the sets I + R • The function is called Newton-non-degenerate with respect to its diagram if the truncation f σ to every face of the diagram is non-degenerate (i.e. the truncated function has no singular points in the torus (C * ) 2 ).
• The curve-germ is called generalized Newton-non-degenerate if it can be brought to a Newton-non-degenerate form by a locally analytic transformation.
• The singular type is called Newton-non-degenerate if it has a Newton-non-degenerate representative.
The Newton-non-degenerate type is completely specified by the Newton diagram of (any of) its Newton-nondegenerate representative [Oka79] .
In the tangent cone of the singularity T C = {l Newton-non-degeneracy implies strong restrictions on the tangent cone: there are at most two non-free tangents. Indeed, suppose (C, 0) is Newton-non-degenerate in some coordinates, let f = f p + f p+1 + . . . . be its locally defining function. The non-degeneracy means that f p has no singular points in C * , hence the statement. For example, an ordinary multiple point is linear. For a linear singularity type S an appropriate modification of the equisingular stratum Σ S → Σ S (defined later) fibres over the auxiliary space of lines through the points
Linear types are abundant by the following observation. Let (C, 0) = ∪ α (C α , 0) be the tangential decomposition as above. Let S α be the singularity type of (C α , 0), note that the types S 1 . . . S k are completely determined by S. For each non-smooth (C α , 0) choose the coordinates: one axis is tangent to the branch, the other axis is generic. Assume the Newton diagram Γ (Cα,0) is commode, i.e. intersects all the coordinate axes, and (C α , 0) is non-degenerate in the chosen coordinates. For each face σ of the Newton diagram let a σ be the angle between the face and the coordinate axisx 1 .
Proposition 2.7. [Kerner06, section 3.1] Under the assumptions as above the type S is linear iff each S α is linear. And S α is linear iff every face σ of the Newton diagram Γ (Cα,0) has a bounded slope:
Example 2.8. The simplest class of examples of linear singularities is defined by the series: f = x p + y q , p ≤ q ≤ 2p. In general, for a given series only for a few types of singularities the strata can be linear. In the low modality cases the linear types are: states that the topological type of the curve-germ is fixed by a finite jet of the defining series. Namely, for every type S, there exists k such that for all bigger n ≥ k: ({jet n (f ) = 0} has type S) implies ({f = 0} has type S). The minimal such k is called: the order of determinacy (for contact equivalence).
2.3. Equisingular strata and related questions.
2.3.1. Resolution of the singularities of closured strata.
The following situation occurs frequently. Let Aux be a smooth, irreducible projective variety and the projection Σ π → Aux a locally trivial fibration over the base π( Σ) ⊂ Aux, such that π( Σ) = Aux and the fibres are P n linearly embedded into |O P 2 (d)|. In particular Σ is irreducible and smooth.
We want to compactify Σ in a smooth way, preserving the bundle structure. Start from the topological closure Σ ⊂ Aux × |O P 2 (d)|. Note that the projection Σ → Aux is well defined (being the restriction of π) and is surjective. • It is an isomorphism over π( Σ) and a finite collection of blowups with smooth centers in Aux \ π( Σ)
In particular, Σ ′ is smooth. Proof. As the fibres of the projection Σ → π( Σ) ⊂ Aux are linear subspaces of |O P 2 (d)| we have a natural morphism:
Hence there is a rational map: Aux − − > Gr(P n , |O P 2 (d)|), whose indeterminacy locus lies in Aux \ π( Σ).
Resolve this map by a chain of blowups Aux φ → Aux (note that Aux is itself smooth), then get the diagram on the right. Now, the construction ensures that the projection Σ ′ → Aux is a locally trivial fibration, whose fibres are linear subspaces of
This follows from the pull-back of the universal family on the Grassmanian. In more detail, let pt ∈ Aux \ π( Σ). Let (D, pt) ⊂ Aux be the germ of a smooth curve such that D \ {pt} ⊂ π( Σ). The fibration over D \ {pt} is locally trivial and extends (e.g. by the topological closure in the Grassmanian) to a locally trivial fibration over D.
Hence the fibre of Σ
But, this linear subspace does not depend on the curve D, it is determined just by the point of the Grassmanian, the image of {pt}. Hence, by taking all the possible curves at pt ∈ Aux we get: all the fibres are linear subspace of |O P 2 (d)| of constant dimension. Hence the statement. Note that the theorem is completely general. In practice it is quite hard to realize the resolved base space Aux as some nice variety with a simple presentation of the (co)homology ring, explicit generators, etc.
2.3.2.
Flat limits and the decomposition of Σ SxSy | x=y into irreducible components. The following question occurs frequently. Given the singularity types S x S y find the defining equations of the equisingular stratum Σ SxSy (x, y, . . . ) near the diagonal x = y. And then describe the decomposition of Σ SxSy | x=y into irreducible components and find their defining ideals and multiplicities. We call this process: collision.
In general this collision/adjacency problem is very complicated. It is manageable in the case of linear singularity types, because the equations of Σ Sx (x, . . . ), Σ Sy (y . . . ) are known (and hence the equations of Σ SxSy away from the diagonal). To obtain the needed set of equations one expands y = x + ǫv where v ∈ l = xy, and considers the ideal I Sx (x, . . . ), I Sy (x + ǫv, . . . ) . Now one should take the flat limit as ǫ → 0, a well known operation in commutative algebra (cf. for example [Eisenbud-book, chapter XV]).
From the computational point of view one does the following. Start from the ideal I Sx (x, . . . ), I Sy (x + ǫv, . . . ) , where in I Sy (x + ǫv, . . . ) all the equations are series in ǫ. If for a member of this ideal the expansion in ǫ has no "constant" term, of 0'th order in ǫ, divide it by the maximal possible power of ǫ and add this normalized version to the ideal. After several such iterations the process stabilizes, i.e. no non-trivial syzygies remain. So, we have obtained the defining ideal of Σ SxSy near the diagonal. Then the ideal of the restriction Σ SxSy | x=y is obtained by putting ǫ = 0 in all the equations, i.e. constructing I ⊗ O x=y = I/(ǫ). This process is described in details in [Kerner07-2, §3.1] where many examples are considered.
2.3.3.
Collision with an ordinary multiple point is the basic and most important case. Let S y denote the singularity type of an ordinary multiple point. Assume mult(S x ) = p + 1 ≥ mult(S y ) = q + 1 and the collision is generic, i.e. the curve l = xy is not tangent to any of the non-free branches of S x , see definition 2.4. We should translate the conditions at the point y to conditions at x. Outside the diagonal x = y the stratum is defined by the set of conditions corresponding to Σ Sx , and by the condition f | (q) y = 0. The later is the (symmetric) form of derivatives of order q, calculated at the point y (in homogeneous coordinates). In the neighborhood of x expand y = x + ǫv, here ǫ is small and v is the direction along the line l = xy.
To take the flat limit, expand f |
terms in the expansion vanish, up to the multiplicity of S x . Normalize by the common factor of ǫ to get the power series:
There are q+2 2 series here. To take the flat limit, we should find all the syzygies between these series and the equations for Σ Sx . First we find the "internal" syzygies among the series themselves.
Lemma 2.10.
• The standard basis, obtained by considering all the syzygies of the equation (8), is (with numerical coefficients omitted):
• If the singularity S x is an ordinary multiple point (x
, with p ≥ q) then the series as above define the
In particular, the restriction Σ SxSy (x, y, l)| x=y is an irreducible variety, whose generic point corresponds to the singularity type of (x
) with l-the tangent line to (x
).
Note that all the series are linear in function/its derivatives in accordance with proposition 2.9. In several simplest cases we have:
Proof.
• The syzygies are obtained as a consequence of the Euler identity for homogeneous polynomial
By successive contraction of the series of equation (8) and omitting f (j) | x for j ≤ p with x, we get the series (10)
Here the first row is the initial series, the second is obtained by contraction with x once, the p + 2'th row is obtained by contracting (p + 1) times with x.
Apply now the Gaussian elimination, to bring this system to the upper triangular form. ⋆ Eliminate from the first column all the entries of the rows 2 . . . (p + 2). For this contract the first row necessary number of times with v (fix the numerical coefficient) and subtract. ⋆ Eliminate from the second column all the entries of the rows 3 . . . (p + 2). ⋆ . . . . Normalize the rows (i.e. divide by the necessary power of ǫ).
In this way we get the "upper triangular" system of series in eq. (9) (we omit the numerical coefficients). It remains to check that there are no more "internal" syzygies. This is proved in the second part.
• Suppose S x is an ordinary multiple point. First we should check that the upper triangular system, obtained above, has no more syzygies. Alternatively, that it generates a prime ideal. This can be done directly (by methods of commutative algebra). However in our case a simpler way is to check the dimension of the restriction Σ SxSy | x=y and to compare it to the dimension obtained from (9).
Note that dim(Aux) = 4 and Σ SxSy is irreducible. Hence the fibre over the generic point (x, y, l) has dimension dim( Σ SxSy ) − 4. For the diagonal: dim{(x, y, l)|x = y ∈ l} = 3. Therefore
On the other hand, by the irreducibility of Σ SxSy one has: dim( Σ SxSy | x=y ) ≤ dim( Σ SxSy ) − 1. Thus we get the dimension of Σ SxSy | x=y and of its fibre over the generic point {x = y ∈ l}.
Now check the scheme defined by equation (9). Take the limit ǫ → 0 (i.e. omit the higher order terms in each row):
Observe that the system is linear in f . For a fixed x, v, e.g. x = (0, 0, 1), v = (0, 1, 0), each equation is vanishing of some directional derivatives, and they are linearly independent. Hence the fibres over (x, v) are linear spaces of constant dimension and the variety is irreducible.
As each condition means the absence of some monomials in the expansion of f , the Newton diagram is easily constructed. Now the co-dimension of the fibre over {x = y ∈ l} can be computed e.g. as the number of Z 2 ≥0 points strictly below the Newton diagram. For the dimension one gets precisely dim( Σ SxSy ) − 4, i.e. the expected dimension. This proves that the system in (9) defines an irreducible variety: the stratum Σ SxSy near the diagonal. 
+ higher order terms. By genericity f is non-degenerate with respect to its diagram, hence the singularity is the union of (p − q) non-tangent smooth branches and (q + 1) smooth branches with pairwise tangency 2, i.e. has the singularity type of (x
In the more general case, when S x is not an ordinary multiple point, the generators of I( Σ Sx ) should be added and one checks again for the possible syzygies.
Tangency of the degenerating hypersurface and the diagonal. Each step of the method is the intersection Σ
Here the ideal I( Σ 1 ) is assumed to be known, V is a hypersurface (with the known equation), R is usually non-reduced, the multiplicities of its components are the degrees of tangency of V and Σ 1 near the diagonal.
The multiplicities of R are computed in a standard way. The primary decomposition of the ideal I( Σ 1 ), I(V ) consists of I( Σ 2 ) and some ideals of schemes over the diagonal x = y. These ideals give the multiplicities.
As an example, consider the degeneration of Σ SxSy by increasing the local degree of intersection of the curve and the line l = x at x ∈ P 2 x . For the generic curve in the original stratum this degree is just the multiplicity of S x : (p + 1). Hence the degenerating hypersurface is V = {(f | (p+1) x )(v, . . . , v p+1 ) = 0}. We assume that v does not belong to the lines of the tangent cone at x, i.e. l = l x . Let Σ Sx ′ Sy be the degenerated stratum.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose S x , S y are ordinary multiple points of multiplicities p + 1 ≥ q + 1. The multiplicity of the residual piece is q + 1, i.e.
Proof. The locally defining (prime) ideal of Σ SxSy near the diagonal x = y is obtained in §2.3.3:
) = 0} to this system of generators, decompose the so obtained ideal into primary components and find the resulting multiplicity. So, contract the first series q times with v, the second series (q − 1) times with v etc.:
So the ideal has two components:
) and
(In addition to these, the ideal contains also the equations of Σ SxSy near the diagonal.) The first component is supported on the diagonal and is of multiplicity q + 1, corresponding to the residual piece. The second corresponds to Σ Sx ′ Sy .
The method
First we recall the case of curves with one singular point and state the necessary results. Then we consider the case of two singular points and discuss additional complications.
Recall some conventions.
• We work with many liftings, i.e. embeddings of Σ * * into some multi-projective spaces. To avoid messy notations (like Σ) we denote by Σ any lifting. This causes no confusion, as we always specify the embedding (e.g. Σ ⊂ |O P 2 (d)|× Aux) or the associated parameters, e.g. Σ(x, y, l, . . . ).
• We always work with integral cohomology
or with integral homology.
• As was said above, once the cohomology class [
is computed, the needed degree is obtained by Gysin homomorphism, corresponding to the projection Aux × |O P 2 (d)| → |O P 2 (d)| (i.e. extraction of a particular coefficient). If the projection Σ S → Σ S is a covering, one should also divide by the order of the symmetry group of branches. Therefore, in the following we are interested in the cohomology classes of the lifted strata [ Σ SxSy ].
• Below we consider mostly linear singularities, for the definition and properties cf. §2.2.2.
3.1. Equisingular strata of curves with one singular point. Here we summarize briefly some results of [Kerner06] . The equisingular strata are resolved by lifting to a bigger ambient space. The lifted strata can be defined by some simple explicit conditions. 
x is the tensor of all the partial derivatives of order p in homogeneous coordinates, calculated at the point x. This precisely encodes vanishing of the function and of all the derivatives up to order p in local coordinates, i.e. the conditions of an ordinary multiple point. The transversality of the defining conditions can be easily seen. For example, fix some point x, then the conditions are linear, so the transversality is equivalent to linear independence.
Thus in this case the (co)homology class [ Σ S (x)] is just the product of the (co)homology classes of the defining hypersurfaces:
The class of [Σ S ] is obtained by Gysin projection, which in this case means: to extract the coefficient of X 2 . Hence
3.1.2. The general linear singularity. In general, let S be a linear singularity type with the tangent cone
k . Here p = p i is the multiplicity. Consider the corresponding incidence variety, i.e. liftΣ S to a bigger ambient space:
x has the singularity of type S at x with T (C,x) = l 
is the auxiliary incidence variety of lines through the points.
Assume that the parts of the tangential decomposition of S (cf. §2.2) have distinct singularity types and are ordered.
Then for a given (C, 0) the point (x, l 1 . . . l k , C) ∈ Σ S is unique. Then the projection Σ S → Σ S is an isomorphism and hence Σ S → Σ S is birational. If the singularity types for some of the parts coincide (e.g. for an ordinary multiple point) then Σ S → Σ S is an un-ramified covering.
As the type S is linear, the fibres of the projection Σ S (x, l 1 . . . l k ) → Aux are linear subspaces of
can be computed as follows. Let {f = 0} = (C, x) ⊂ (C 2 , 0) be the (generic) curve-germ of the type S. Several initial jets of f are divisible by the one-form l i :
To obtain this, choose the tangent line l i as one of the coordinate axes, the other axis is chosen generically. These conditions can be written globally in Aux as:
Here A j are some auxiliary symmetric tensors (of rank j) and SY M means the symmetrization. Do the same for all the tangent lines to get the collection of conditions:
) | x and its consequences to present these conditions in the form:
Now observe that distinct proportionality conditions are obviously mutually transversal. For example f appears in the first proportionality only, A p+n−n1−···−n k only in the first and in the second etc. 
The projection Σ S (x, {l i }, {A j }) → Σ S (x, {l i }) → Σ S is isomorphism (or unramified cover if some tangential components are equisingular).
Note that each of the conditions is proportionality of two tensors, i.e. coincidence of two points in some big projective space. Correspondingly its cohomology class is readily written, from §2.1.2. k and any other germ g = g p + g p+1 + . . . with the same tangent cone and generic g p+1 is of this type. Hence the lifted stratum is
Thus the cohomology class of the lifted stratum is:
The class of the original stratum [Σ S ] is obtained by extracting the coefficient of
The numerical formula is given in Appendix. If some of p α coincide one should also divide by the corresponding symmetry factor.
Some degenerating divisors in the stratum Σ S (x, l).
We need the class of a specific divisor in Σ S . Suppose the generic curve of the type S can be brought, in local coordinates, to some fixed Newton diagram Γ. Let (p, q) ∈ Γ be a particular vertex, i.e. a point of Z 2 ≥0 ∩ Γ, not in the interior of an edge of Γ. Erase this vertex, let Γ ′ = Conv(Γ \ (p, q)) be the obtained diagram. Consider the substratum Σ 2 ⊂ Σ 1 = Σ S parameterizing of all the curves that can be brought to the diagram Γ ′ . Assume Σ 2 Σ 1 so that this is a genuine degeneration. As d is high Σ 2 is a hypersurface in Σ 1 . Its cohomology class can be computed as follows.
Lemma 3.3. [Kerner06, section A.1.2] The classes satisfy:
In particular, the class of Σ 2 (x, l) in Σ 1 (x, l) is the pull-back:
Proof. Let l be the tangent line corresponding to thex 1 axis. We need to consider an additional point v ∈ l with v = x. Correspondingly lift the strata to a bigger auxiliary space P
For the cohomology classes one has:
Observe that the line l is spanned by x, v, provided x = v. Hence the degenerating condition, erasing the vertex (p, q), is: the directional derivative vanishes f 
Here the diagonal [x = v] is subtracted with some multiplicity, corresponding to the tangency of the degeneration. The multiplicity can be computed directly, but it is easier to obtain as follows. Note that the point v moves freely along the line l, i.e. all the participating varieties are fibrations with the fibre P 1 v . Hence in the cohomology classes all the terms quadratic in V must cancel. This fixes the multiplicity uniquely: mult = q.
Finally, substitute to the formula the expressions for the classes
From the obtained equation extract the part proportional to V , this corresponds to the projection P
Then one gets the equation of the lemma.
3.1.4. Killing tangent cone. A particular kind of degeneration that happens to be especially useful is: to increase the multiplicity of S by one. Given a singularity type S of multiplicity p, let Σ 1 ⊂ Σ S be the subvariety of curves with multiplicity at least p + 1. In general Σ 1 is reducible and does not correspond to a specific singularity type. For example Σ E6 ∪ Σ D6 ⊂ Σ A5 . If S is a linear type, Σ 1 is much more restricted.
Definition-Proposition 3.4. If S is linear then the subvariety as above, Σ 1 ⊂ Σ S , is an irreducible equisingular stratum of a unique linear type S ′ . The degeneration S→S ′ is called: killing the tangent cone.
Proof. Consider the defining ideal of the lifted stratum Σ S as in equation (23). By definition the ideal of Σ 1 is obtained by adding to the equations of Σ S the equations f (p) | x = 0. This bigger set of equations is still linear in the coefficients of f and the ideal is obviously prime. Hence the generic point of Σ 1 is well defined its singularity type too. From the defining set of equations we get that S ′ is a linear type.
The cohomology class of the degeneration is given by:
k be the tangent cone. For the lifting Σ S (x, {l i }), the subvariety Σ S ′ ⊂ Σ S is a divisor and its cohomology class is:
In the paper we denote this divisor by killT S . Proof. Intersect the lifted stratum with the hypersurface {(f | 
which proves the statement.
3.1.5. Rectifying the branch. This degeneration is useful in the degeneration of the curve to a reducible one (chipping off a line). Consider a singular germ (C, 0) with l one of the lines of the tangent cone. The goal is to increase the degree of the intersection: deg(C ∩ l, 0) = k to (k + 1). To do this, choose l as one of the coordinate axes, cf. the Newton diagram.
So, the degeneration is: the monomial x k 2 should be absent. The corresponding cohomology class is given in §3.1.3, in our case it is: F + (d − 2k)X + kL. . Locally a curve-germ with such a singularity satisfies (we assume thex 2 axis to be the tangent line):
So the stratum is obtained from the stratum of curves with an ordinary multiple point (defined by f (p−1) | x = 0) by intersection with p degenerating hypersurface. The cohomology class of each such hypersurface is given in proposition 3.3. In total we have:
3.2. Equisingular strata of curves with two singular points. Assume mult(S x ) ≥ mult(S y ). As in the case of one singular point, start from the lifting Σ SxSy ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux Sx × Aux Sy . To simplify the computation it is often useful to lift further ( Σ SxSy ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux), taking into account various parameters relating the two singular points, for example the line l = xy. If the types S x , S y are distinct and the types of tangential components of S x are distinct (and the same for S y ) then the projection
Example 3.7. In the simplest case of two ordinary multiple points there is only one (natural) additional parameter: the line l = xy. Note that for the generic configuration of the singularities (i.e. x = y) the line is already fixed, while for x = y the line varies in a pencil. Therefore this additional lifting is the embedded blow-up over the diagonal
with p > q, then the lifting is defined by:
Outside the diagonal {x = y}, the vanishing of the derivatives is precisely the condition of ordinary multiple points. The fibres over the diagonal correspond to the singularity obtained by "collision" of the two ordinary multiple points, the defining equations and the singularity type are obtained by the flat limit of the equations f | The naive intersection results in a non-pure dimensional scheme:
Here the "residual piece"(the contribution from the diagonal) R x=y is typically non-reduced and of dimension higher than that of the needed stratum.
A way to repair this situation is to split the intersection into a step-by-step procedure of intersection with hypersurfaces (cf. , [van Gastel 89] ). Start from Σ Sx whose class is known.
Let Σ Sx ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux x be the lifting as described above. Corresponding to the lifting Σ SxSy ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux of the diagram above and the projection π, define Σ (y) Sx is the starting point and we reach the stratum Σ SxSy by successive intersections as follows.
As was explained in §3.1.6 the stratum Σ Sy can be obtained as a chain of degenerations:
Here at each step Σ j is a divisor in Σ j−1 , whose class is known. Take the total preimages of this chain in |O P 2 (d)| × Aux, denote them by the same letters. Intersect Σ
(y)
Sx with these subvarieties one-by-one.
Here Σ SxSj+1 is the needed piece (defined as the closure: Σ SxSj ∩ x =y Σ j+1 ). Its dimension drops precisely by one with each intersection. R j is the residual piece produced at the j'th step (it contains all the non-enumerative contributions).
Proposition 3.8.
• Each intersection Σ SxSj ∩ Σ j+1 results in a pure dimensional scheme Σ SxSj+1 ∪ R j+1 .
• For linear types S x S y , the scheme Σ
Σ i is irreducible and reduced.
The residual piece R j+1 is typically reducible and non-reduced.
• Note that the initial variety is irreducible, thus each components of the resulting union Σ
is of (strictly) smaller dimension. Conversely, the dimension of each component cannot drop by more than one (since the intersection is with a hypersurface and the ambient space is irreducible).
• Note that the defining equations of both Σ
x =y Σ i and Σ j+1 are linear in f (i.e. in the coordinates of |O P 2 (d)|).
Thus the contribution of the residual piece can be subtracted: [ Σ Therefore the enumerative problem is reduced to geometry of the residual pieces and their multiplicities. This method is applied to the case of two ordinary multiple points in §4.1. Explicit numerical results are given in the theorem 4.2, corollary 4.3 and in the Appendix A.
3.2.2. Degenerations to higher singularities. Let S x S x ′ be two adjacent singularity types, i.e. Σ Sx ′ Σ Sx ⊂ |O P 2 (d)|.
Let Degen ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux x be a (reduced) "degenerating cycle" such that Degen ∩ Σ Sx = Σ Sx ′ (at least set theoretically). These degenerating cycles and their cohomology classes are described in §3.1.3. Then for the cohomology classes we have (with some multiplicities): 
Using this, we can degenerate to some higher singularity types for which the classes are known. In §4.1.2 we degenerate a curve with two ordinary multiple points to a reducible curve, with the line through the points as a component. Once the cohomology class of Σ x is obtained, we can continue to other singularities, degenerating them to a pair of ordinary multiple points.
A suitable degeneration is by increasing the multiplicity of S x or S y . For the original stratum Σ SxSy ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| such degeneration is usually of high codimension. To turn this into a degeneration in codimension 1, i.e. intersection by a hypersurface, consider the lifting that traces all the lines of the tangent cone: Σ SxSy (x, y, l, {l x,i }, {l y,j }). Then the degeneration is done by intersection with killT S divisor from §3.1.4.
Hence the algorithm consists of several steps: each time increasing the multiplicity of S x or S y . At each step the variety is intersected by the degenerating hypersurface, the result is reducible: 
Finally, after a finite number of steps the algorithm stops. This statement is immediate since e.g. one can reach an ordinary multiple point in a finite number of steps. In fact, by killing the tangent cone, cf. §3.1.4 one can do this in less than o.d.(S) − mult(S) steps.
Examples of the degenerations are in §4.2. Below we discuss the relevant components of Σ SxSy | x=y contributing to residual pieces.
3.2.3. Residual pieces for the degeneration Σ SxSy → Σ Sx ′ Sy . Assume S x , S y are linear types and mult(S x ) ≥ mult(S y ).
Let killT Sx denote the "killing tangent cone" divisor (as in lemma 3.5), so that Σ Sx ∩ killT Sx = Σ Sx ′ . For the case of two singular points: where: ⋆ J indexes the irreducible components of Σ SxSy | x=y corresponding to collisions S x + S y → S with mult(S) > mult(S x ).
⋆ Σ j is the corresponding stratum lifted to the given ambient space.
⋆ tang j is the degree of tangency of killT Sx and Σ SxSy along Σ j .
3.2.4.
Residual pieces for the degeneration Σ SxSy → Σ SxSy ′ . Now the degeneration is done by intersection with the divisor killT Sy . As mult(S y ) ≤ mult(S x ) all the irreducible components of Σ SxSy | x=y will contribute to the cohomology class:
where tang j is the degree of tangency of killT Sy and Σ SxSy along Σ j . Let q = min(tang j ). In many cases tang j > q only for a very few components. Then we can write:
where E x=y = Σ SxSy | x=y is the "exceptional divisor". This form simplifies the computations. , p ≥ q. As in the example 3.1.1 the natural candidate for the lifting of Σ SxSy is the variety of triples (x, y, f ) with f having S y at y and S x at x. To simplify the embedding we blowup the auxiliary space P 2 x × P 2 y along the diagonal ∆ = {x = y}. Geometrically we add the line l = xy (defined by a one-form, a point in the dual planeP 2 l ). The exceptional divisor is E = {(x, y, l)| x = y, l(x) = 0}. Thus the lifted stratum is defined as the strict transform:
l is a projective fibration over a smooth base, the projectivization of a vector bundle. In particular the lifted stratum is a smooth locally complete intersection.
Proof. As the degree is high, the defining conditions are transversal outside the diagonal x = y. (To check a specific fibre, fix the points x, y then the conditions are just linearly independent equations in |O P 2 (d)|.) Therefore the topological closure Σ SxSy (x, y, l) is an irreducible reduced algebraic variety.
For x = y the fibre of Σ SxSy (x, y, l)→Aux over (x, y, l) is a linear subspace of |O P 2 (d)|. Consider the fibres over the diagonal. The points of Σ SxSy (x, y, l)| x=y correspond to collision of the two ordinary multiple points. As is shown in §2.3.3, for S x S y ordinary multiple points, the restriction is irreducible: Σ SxSy (x, y, l)| x=y = Σ S (x, l, f ). Here S is the singularity type of (x p−q 1
) and l is the line tangent to (x 
Σ SxSy (x, y, l)
Here τ is the tautological fibration, the fibre over [
Theorem 4.2. For p ≥ q the cohomology class of the lifted stratum 
1).
The formula is applicable for d ≥ p + q + 2.
To get the solution of the enumerative problem (i.e. the degree of Σ SxSy ) we should apply the Gysin homomorphism corresponding to the projection Σ(x, y, l)→Σ. In this case it means just to extract the coefficient of X 2 Y 2 L 2 . In the case S x = S y (i.e. p = q) the resulting answer should be also divided by 2, as the singular points are not ordered.
Corollary 4.3. In a few simplest cases the degree of Σ SxSy is:
For p = q = 1 this gives the classical result [Aluffi98, pg. 2]. For p = 2, q = 1 this coincides the results of and [Kazarian03-hab]. For other cases the results seem to be new.
Remark 4.4. It is immediate from (43) that the stratum is symmetric with respect to the permutation (x, p) ↔ (y, q). So, its cohomology class is symmetric in (X, p) ↔ (Y, q). The answer in 4.2 is obtained (in a very non-symmetric way) under the assumption p ≥ q. One might hope that this answer is still symmetric. However this happens for (p, p) and (p + 1, p) cases only. So, for the general answer one should substitute max(p, q) and min(p, q), i.e. the degree is written as deg Σ max(Sx,Sy),min(Sx,Sy) with the obvious order on the types of ordinary multiple points.
This contradicts the naive expectation of algebraicity (as mentioned in §1.3): in general the cohomology classes of equisingular strata depend non-algebraically on the classical singularity invariants. 
At j'th step we have a variety M j i ֒→ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux and a hypersurface V j+1 ⊂ |O P 2 (d)| × Aux. Think about the intersection M j ∩ V j+1 as the pullback i * (V j+1 ). Then the task is to take the strict transform of V j+1 , i.e. to subtract from the pullback the part of the exceptional divisor over {x = y}.
The straightforward approach is just to consider the components of the tensor f | Sx (x, y, l) with the corresponding hypersurfaces:
2 f | y = 0} n0+...n2=q . This will bring various complicated residual pieces. Instead, we represent these conditions as follows (cf. §2.1.1 for notations):
Hereṽ is a fixed point, so that the points x, y,ṽ generically do not lie on one line. By direct check it is verified that for generic parameters (i.e. y = x,ṽ / ∈ xy = l) these conditions are equivalent to f | (q) y = 0. For non-generic situation each such equation will give a reducible hypersurface in M j , correspondingly a residual term should be subtracted.
{f | y = 0}. The pullback of the hypersurface {f | y = 0} to Σ Sx (x, y, l) consists of the strict transform (the closure of the part over x = y) and the exceptional divisor E (over x = y). To calculate the multiplicity, expand y = x + ǫv, correspondingly:
i.e. the exceptional divisor enters with the multiplicity (p + 1). So, the strict transform is (f | y = 0) − (p + 1)E and the total cohomology class:
The points of M 0 satisfy:
• In the same way do all the intersections with f | 
The points of M q satisfy:
. Hereṽ is a fixed point in P 2 . The intersection of each such hypersurface with the previously obtained variety (say M j ) is reducible: it contains a component overṽ ∈ xy = l. (Note that this component is a divisor.) So, one should take the "strict transform":
Now, check the situation over the diagonal x = y, subtract its contribution as in the previous cases:
Hereṽ ∈ xy = l is a divisor (all the lines in the plane through the fixed pointṽ). Its cohomology class: [ṽ ∈ l] = L. It should be subtracted with multiplicity 1. To check this expand as previously (eq. 48):ṽ = v + ǫṽ 1 (with v ∈ l,ṽ 1 / ∈ l), then
The points of the so obtained variety satisfy:
• Do the rest of intersections, at each step subtracting (with appropriate multiplicities) the exceptional divisor and the class [ṽ ∈ l]. Finally we get:
The points of this variety satisfy: ⋆ for y = x: f | xp,yq . We degenerate to get to this situation. The degeneration is done by forcing one of the branches at x to be tangent to l with high degree of tangency, i.e. "killing" the corresponding monomials (cf. the Newton diagram). By applying this process q + 1 times one arrives at a curve with an ordinary multiple point of multiplicity (p + 1) and a line of multiplicity q + 1 as a component. For such a stratum the answer is known classically. As every intersection is invertible this solves the enumerative problem.
4.2. The class of Σ Sx,A1 by degenerations to ordinary multiple point. We consider here the simplest case:
S y = A 1 , then the degeneration process of Σ Sx,A1 is quite explicit.
Let T Sx = l Intersect with the divisor killT Sx , cf. §3.1.4, such that Σ Sx (x, l 1 . . . l k ) ∩ killT Sx = Σ Sx ′ (x, l 1 . . . l k ). Here S x ′ is the degenerated singularity type, recall that if S x is linear singularity then S x ′ is well defined.
Note that T Sx = T Sx ′ , hence some of l i of Σ Sx ′ (x, l 1 . . . l k ) can be not related to the parameters of the singularity S x ′ . In the extremal case, when S x ′ is an ordinary multiple point, one has: Σ Sx ′ (x, l 1 . . . l k ) = Σ Sx ′ (x) ∩ i {x ∈ l i }.
